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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Announce plan to record session, ask people to hide video if they don’t want to appear. Mention transcript and that they can enable if they like. 



Welcome!
• Joy Campbell (she/her)

• DDRA Project Director
• Fulbright Program Advisor

• International education at MSU
• Over 20 years at MSU, mostly working with Title VI programs like DDRA
• Beginning 4th year as Fulbright advisor in International Studies & 

Programs (ISP)
• Also serve as Peace Corps Prep Program Manager & MSU’s Peace Corps 

Recruitment Office Supervisor

• Long-term international experience
• France – 3 years (teaching, studying)
• Morocco – 2 years (Peace Corps, teaching)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce self and position: Welcome! I’m glad you’re here! My name is Joy (please feel free to call me Joy), and I use she/her pronounsSome background: Most of my career has been spent at MSU working in various aspects of international education, including 17 years working with Title VI programs like the DDRA. Met my husband while serving in the Peace Corps. Raising our kids to be curious travelers as well. (Photos – Costa Rica 2019, East Lansing 2022)I have not done a Fulbright myself, but I do have extensive international experience. In addition to living in France and Morocco, I’ve travelled on five continents to about 3 dozen countriesI’m fluent in French and have studied Spanish, Arabic, Berber, German, and SwahiliConnect with audience: Now you know a little about me. I’d love to learn more about what brought you to this session today.ZOOM: If you’d like to share in the chat, feel free to type in your PhD topic, country of interest, and if you like, what draws you to the DDRA programIN PERSON: Go around the room and do brief introductions (name, year, major/minor, country of interest, what are you passionate about?



Topics to Cover Today

• Overview of the DDRA program
• Worldwide and MSU stats

• Eligibility
• Benefits
• Grant administration
• Application approvals
• Important dates and deadlines
• Grant period

• Application components
• Application Narrative (Project Proposal)
• Budget
• Bibliography
• Curriculum Vitæ
• Graduate Student References
• Foreign Language Evaluation(s)
• Human Subjects Research Narrative
• Host Country Supporting Materials
• Transcript(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a pre-application session. The RFP is not out yet. My goal is to provide you enough information to be able to decide if a DDRA fellowship is a good match for you.After the application opens, I’ll also be holding more in-depth sessions on specific application components, like the budget (with fiscal officer) or human subjects statement. Feel free to hop in with questions as they arise! Many of you may have the same questions, so don’t be shy. 



Overview of the DDRA Program
• Mutual Education and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961

• Commonly referred to as the Fulbright-Hays Act after Senator J. William Fulbright of 
Arkansas and Representative Wayne Hays of Ohio

• Designed to contribute to the development and improvement of the study 
of modern foreign languages and area studies in the US

• Over 6,300 fellowships awarded since 1964
• Provides funding ($15,000-$60,000) to doctoral students to perform 6 to 12 

months of full-time research abroad in modern foreign languages and area 
studies in order to complete their dissertations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
J. William Fulbright (1905-1995) was a prominent American statesman who served over thirty years in the United States Congress. He had a profound influence on America’s foreign policy, and his vision for mutual understanding shaped the extraordinary exchange program bearing his name.Fulbright-Hays not as old as Fulbright exchange programs, which began in 1946.Modern foreign languages – so not ancient Greek, or Latin, or EtrucsanArea studies – what does this mean? I’ll show you some examples in some of the next slides. Area studies can be broadly defined as a comprehensive study of all aspects of society or societies including the study of their history, geography, economy, politics, and languages. Typical area study programs involve international relations, strategic studies, history, political science, political economy, cultural studies, languages, geography, literature, and other related disciplines. In contrast to cultural studies, area studies often include diaspora and emigration from the area. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Area_studies)Generous grant, meant to be your full-time job during the grant period. 



2021-22 DDRA Fellows Worldwide
World Areas:

• Western Hem. – 41
• Africa – 23
• South Asia – 12
• Near East – 16
• East Asia – 22
• Southeast Asia – 17
• Central/E. Europe & 

Eurasia – 7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you a sense of where DDRA fellows go, in the last fiscal year 2021-22 (don’t have detailed info for 2022 yet)There are 138 fellows (blue airplanes) from 46 institutions (smaller blue dots). (up from 112 for 2020-21)Geographically spread out; you don’t see 80% of fellows going to one particular region.Historically, percentage of awards in these world areas (these are the 7 geographic regions the Dept of Ed uses to categorize awards)Western Hemisphere 1218 – 19.23% Central/Eastern Europe and Eurasia 952 – 15.03% Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, plus all of Eastern Europe and Central EuropeAfrica 951 – 15.02% East Asia 925 – 14.61% China, Japan, Mongolia (maybe Eurasia?), South Korea, TaiwanNear East 670 – 10.58% Cyprus, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestinian territories, Syria, and TurkeySouth Asia 639 – 10.09% Afghanistan (maybe Eurasia?), Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, the Maldives and Sri LankaSoutheast Asia 621 – 9.80% Brunei, Cambodia, East Timor, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, VietnamWestern Europe 169 – 2.67% Multi-Country* 186 – 2.93% TOTALS 6,331 100.00% 



Recent MSU DDRA Awards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSU has had 111 DDRA Fellows since 1966.I don’t have application numbers for most past years, but you can see that we’ve had up to six successful applicants each year. We have no one in 2023 – only two people applied, then one person withdrew their application. 



Recent MSU DDRA Locations and Topics

History – Cameroon, France, 
Taiwan

Cameroonian Citizen Diplomats and the PRC - Producing Knowledge and Navigating 
Friendship in the Cold War Era

History – Ghana, Burkina Faso,
Senegal Crafting Savanna Identity: Leatherwork as Everyday Technology in the Volta Basin

Anthropology – Mexico Chineseness in Mexico: Transpacific Discourses in Tijuana

Teacher Education – Senegal The Contested Terrain of Teacher Education and Employment in Senegal

History – Namibia, South Africa Fenced Out: Labor Relations and Inter-Species Conflict on Sheep Farms in Apartheid-Era 
Namibia

Anthropology – Kenya Intersectional Identity and the Development of Kenya's Technology Sector

History – Ghana Living with Water: Recreating Identity and Adaptation in Nzulezo-Ghana

History – China (now Taiwan) Consuming Medicine: How Public Health Campaigns Expanded the Definition of ‘Medicine' 
in Mao's China

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eight recent MSU fellows, these are the one from this year (2021-22), two from last year (2020-21) and the rest from 2019-20. Green just returned from the field this month. MSU DDRA fellows have had historically strong ties to the social sciences and also with research in various African countries due to the legacy of Professor David Wiley and his work with my predecessor, Professor Roger Bresnahan. This is more a quirk of who was promoting the grants, and doesn't mean that if you are in a different field, you can’t be competitive. I’m excited to continue those departmental relationships and extend the DDRA applicant pool to other disciplines as well. Other 2020 DDRAs from other institutions include (got from clicking around on IFLE map, not exhaustive, shows much more than the dominance of history that we see at MSU)EthnomusicologyMusicReligious StudiesUrban PlanningEvolutionary BiologyArt HistoryLinguisticsArcheologyEnvironmental Science and PolicyPolitical ScienceSociologyEducationLawGeography



Eligibility
• US citizen, national, or permanent resident

• If you were born abroad, you cannot propose research in your birth country

• Graduate student in good standing at MSU
• Admitted to candidacy in a doctoral degree program in modern foreign 

languages and area studies (except for Western Europe) at MSU when the 
fellowship period begins
• Must be ABD when grant begins

• Planning a teaching career in the US upon completion of PhD
• Possess sufficient foreign language skills to carry out the dissertation 

research project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citizenship required because this is US federal funding. There are other Fulbright programs that provide awards to international students and scholars.ABD by the time the grant begins – this means when we submit your grant activation request, not the fiscal year start date of October 1. So you could win an award for the 2022 fiscal year (which begins for the federal government on October 1), take your final course fall semester, submit your GAR on December 18, and get on the plane in January.Teaching career – because sponsored by Dept of Education, want funding to be used to enrich US educational institutions. But flexible - another phrase from the Act: “to assist in the development of friendly, sympathetic, and peaceful relations between the United States and the other countries of the world.”Need language skills – can vary depending on the project. Need to be able to live in the community. 



Benefits
• Round trip international airfare (for fellow only)
• Maintenance allowance for grantee (and dependents if any)

• Varies by location and set by federal government; covers living expenses such as 
lodging, food, phone/Internet, local transportation

• Dependents include legal spouse and unmarried children under 21

• Project allowance for research-related expenses
• Books, digitizing/copying, affiliation fees, travel within country
• Does not cover interpreters or research assistants

• Supplemental health and accident insurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a prestigious and generous grant. Grant average for 2021-22 was $39,307Highest average was for East Asia: $49,407Lowest average was for Southeast Asia: $33,894Same-sex spouse is fine as long as legally married.If you’re planning to get married or have a child, do it before you apply! The budget you submit is what they base awards on; there is very little wiggle room if something changes about your marital status or you become a parent after you apply. 



Grant Administration
• Administered by the International and Foreign Language Education 

Office (IFLE) of the US Department of Education (ED)
• Institutional grant awarded to MSU, not individual students

• No direct communication between the applicant and ED
• MSU disburses funds to fellows and reconciles expenses

• PI for the grant is Dr. Ashley Green
• Assistant Dean of Administration, International Studies and Programs

• Project Director for the grant is Ms. Joy Campbell
• Fulbright-Hays Project Director, International Studies and Programs
• Fulbright Program Advisor, International Studies and Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-explanatory, walk through slide



Application Approvals
• Research narrative must be approved by dissertation advisor and 

project director
• Budget must be approved by project director and fiscal officer
• Human Subjects Statements must be approved by dissertation advisor 

and project director (and have an IRB plan)
• Application package must be approved by MSU’s Office of Sponsored 

Programs
• The application package will not be held back to accommodate individual 

applicants who do not meet the deadlines.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of people involved with helping you put together a competitive application Your dissertation advisor plays an active role in this application – they need to sign off on the narrative and they typically submit the IRB approval. Entire application package = parts that you submit plus a lot that I work on with the fiscal officer and OSP



Important Dates and Deadlines
• Publication date of the Notice Inviting 

Applications varies widely
• Once the NIA is published, we expect a 60-day 

period before the deadline.

• Start planning now!
• Talk to dissertation advisor
• Let me know you are planning to apply

• Interim deadlines and information 
sessions will be announced after NIA

• Award notification expected in late 
August to mid-September; comes from 
project director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see that there’s no clear pattern in the notification dates, so start planning now! The 60-day turnaround isn’t guaranteed, either. We haven’t had any hints from the Dept of Education. Recent seating of new members of Congress may impact publication. Quicker turnarounds tend to be in years where it’s getting later and running the risk of losing appropriations funding. Must disburse by September 30 or that year’s funding is lost. You can sign up for the Federal Register notifications yourself. That’s the official venue for publications of federal grant opportunities. 



Grant Period
• Grant timeline coincides with Federal fiscal 

year
• October 1, 2023 to March 31, 2025

• Minimum time in field: 6 months
• Maximum time in field: 12 months
• Earliest departure date: November 1, 2023
• Latest departure date: Late summer 2024 

(would allow six-month stay plus post-grant 
reporting and evaluations) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the parameters for the upcoming grant competition. Make sure they match with your academic plans and other commitments like GAships. You have an 18-month window within which to complete your 6-12 months of research. 



Important Considerations
• Must comport yourself as appropriate for a representative of the US and MSU
• Must remain at research site for duration of grant

• All dependents must travel with fellow to and from research site
• No permission to attend conferences, even if research-related

• May not hold an assistantship (GA, TA, RA) while you are doing your DDRA
• Except for death in immediate family, fellow will not be able to return to the US

• No family reunions, weddings, or family visits even in dire circumstances

• Grant is put in hiatus status if fellow must leave research site
• Hiatus period is added to the end of grant to complete actual research period

• Must maintain contact with Project Director, Fulbright Commission, and US Embassy
• Must conform with Fly America Act
• Award is taxable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Special considerations:Can’t imagine any problems, but it has happened at other institutions where someone is disparaging Dept of Ed on social media or something, and project directors are contacted to rein in their fellows. You can’t hold a TA-ship or other assistantship while you are doing your DDRA. It is meant to be a full-time job. Must remain at research site for duration of grant (as well as dependents). All dependents must travel with fellow to and from research site.Except for death in immediate family, fellow will not be able to return to the U.S. for family reunions, weddings or to visit siblings battling illness or in dire circumstances.Permission will not be granted to attend research-related conferences discovered during grant period.Grant is put “in hiatus” if fellow must leave research site, e.g., in case of medical emergency or evacuation due to civil unrest or a natural disaster. This happened during the pandemic in 2020 and to Fellows in Ukraine in 2022 when Russia invaded.Hiatus period is added to the end of grant to complete actual research period.Must keep in touch with Fulbright Commission and US Embassy.Must be Fly America compliant – we will help you get this informationAward is taxable – I am not a tax advisor, but you should speak with one. 



Application Components

• Application Narrative (Project Proposal)
• Addresses program selection criteria following 

a strict outline

• Budget
• Applicant drafts budget, which is then 

approved by fiscal officer and OSP

• Bibliography
• Curriculum Vitæ

• Tailored to this specific project 

• Graduate Student References (3)
• One must be from dissertation advisor

• Foreign Language Evaluation(s)
• One for each language of research

• Human Subjects Research Narrative
• Host Country Supporting Materials

• Letter(s) of support from host institution(s)

• Transcript(s)
• Graduate transcripts must be included
• Undergraduate transcripts may be 

submitted if they demonstrate language 
and/or area studies coursework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students are responsible for these sections of the application; there are other sections that I work on with our fiscal officer and the Office of Sponsored Programs. I’ll briefly cover these components today, and there will be much more information to come. The application instructions packet from ED last year was 129 pages long.You will have a DETAILED timeline of when each item is due.  



Application Narrative (Project Proposal)
• Describes proposed project while addressing program selection 

criteria listed in NIA
• 10 letter-size pages maximum, double spaced, 1-inch margins, 12-point font 

(Times New Roman, Courier, Courier New, or Arial)
• Narrative should clearly parallel Technical Review Form and answer all 

questions thoroughly
– Quality of proposed project (60 points, 6 questions)
– Qualifications of the applicant (40 points, 4 questions)
– Competitive preference priorities (up to 7 bonus points last year)

• Consider host country political sensitivities, visa requirements, safety and 
security concerns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can provide the NIA and application packages (129 pages) from last year for reference. You will work closely with your dissertation advisor and committee members on the narrative.Competitive preference priorities for 2020 and 2021 were (not necessarily the same each year, but last two have been the same): 20, 21, 22: Competitive Preference Priority 1: Focus on Priority Languages (2 points). A research project that focuses on any modern foreign language except French, German, or Spanish. 20, 21, 22: Competitive Preference Priority 2: Thematic Focus on Academic Fields (2 points). A research project conducted in the field of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, computer science, education (comparative or international), international development, political science, public health, or economics. NEW 2022: Competitive Preference Priority 3: Focus on Minority-serving institutions (3 points). Technical review questions that the readers respond to (not all or nothing – might get 8/10 or 4/5)Quality of Proposed Project (60 points)The statement of the major hypotheses to be tested or questions to be examined and the description and justification of the research methods to be used. (15 points)The relationship of the research to the literature on the topic and to major theoretical issues in the field, and the project’s originality and importance in terms of the concerns of the discipline. (10 points)The preliminary research already completed in the United States and overseas or plans for such research prior to going overseas, and the kinds, quality and availability of data for the research in the host country or countries. (10 points)The justification for overseas field research, and preparations to establish appropriate and sufficient research contacts and affiliations abroad. (10 points)The applicant’s plans to share the results of the research in progress and a copy of the dissertation with scholars and officials of the host country or countries. (5 points)The guidance and supervision of the dissertation advisor or committee at all stages of the project, including guidance in developing the project, understanding research conditions abroad, and acquainting the applicant with research in the field. (10 points) Qualifications of the Applicant – (40 points)The overall strength of the applicant’s graduate academic record. (10 points)The extent to which the applicant’s academic record demonstrates a strength in area studies relevant to the proposed project. (10 points)The applicant’s proficiency in one or more of the languages (other than English and the applicant’s native language) of the country or countries of research, and the specific measures to be taken to overcome any anticipated language barriers. (15 points)The applicant’s ability to conduct research in a foreign cultural context, as evidenced by the applicant’s references or previous overseas experiences, or both. (5 points)Clarity of the project (15) and language proficiency (15) are worth almost 30% of the application together. This is the International and Foreign Language Education Office (IFLE).



Budget
• Budgets must be submitted to me and approved by the 

fiscal officer.
• We will provide a sample budget and hold an information session.

• Budget categories
• International airfare
• Maintenance allowance (including dependents, if applicable)

– Calculated by location using federal worksheet
– Rent, food, local transportation, phone, Internet

• Project expenses
– Photocopies, travel between research sites, archive fees

• Health and accident insurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll be offering an in-depth session about budgets with our DDRA fiscal officer once the NIA comes out. NO LONGER LISA, from the African Studies Center, is our fiscal officer and she will look over all the budgets before we send them to OSP. Dependent allowance is approximately 50% of the fellow’s allowance for a spouse (first dependent), and 50% of the first dependent allowance for each subsequent dependent.What is NOT included:Research or related project activities conducted in the United StatesGifts, stipend, salary, or monetary honoraria for research subjects, research assistants, etc.Reimbursement for travel not approved by U.S. Department of EducationAny allowances for dependents not accompanying the fellow for the entire research periodTravel for dependentsCars, mopeds, motorcyclesTravel and expenses not directly related to the projectAll expenditures due to changes in the itinerary and/or grant agreementPassport, visas, photo, or other identifying documents for clearancePre-award travel to obtain visas or research permissionPhysical examinations, immunizations, or other medical expensesTuition or other fees for study or projects conducted in the United StatesObligations not incurred within the grant period



References and Language Evaluation 
• Graduate Student References

• Three required, one of which must be from the dissertation advisor
• Each referee completes form online and uploads letter

• Language Evaluation
• Required for language(s) of research
• Each evaluator completes form online and uploads reference explaining how 

evaluation was conducted
• If your language of research is English, or your native/heritage language, you 

may not be eligible for points in the language question on the technical 
review form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can provide copies of the formsSpecial Note on Language Acquisition (p. 45 of 2021 application package)If an applicant is a native speaker or a heritage language speaker, this should be reflected in the application. The term native speaker means a person who has spoken the language in question from earliest childhood and remains fluent in that language. The term “heritage” speaker is used to refer to a student who is raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken, who speaks or merely understands the heritage language, and who is to some degree bilingual in English and the heritage language, but lacks native level fluency in writing, speaking, and understanding in that language. In most cases, the heritage speaker will have attended schools in which the principal language of instruction is English rather than the language spoken at home. Applicants who self-identify as a heritage speaker will be evaluated according to their proficiency scores in the application. We recommend that students list their language acquisition status in their CV to clarify their status (native speaker, non-native speaker, heritage speaker). It is the student’s responsibility to ensure their language acquisition status is clear in the application. During the review process, if the language learner status is not clear in the application, the reviewers will score as they feel appropriate based on the information provided. Please be aware that in our regulations under §662.21 (c)(3), native speakers are not eligible for points (Criterion 3 under “Qualifications of the Applicant”). Heritage speakers may be eligible for up to 10 points, provided that (1) self identifies as a heritage language speaker; (2) the applicant provides information on their primary and secondary education location and primary language of instruction; (2) additionally the applicant must be rated by their Foreign Language Referee as advanced or expert level in language proficiency scores. The reasoning behind this scoring is that the DDRA program is intended to enhance the foreign language competence of individuals trained in American schools, and the criterion gives greater emphasis to having acquired a foreign language and would encourage students to acquire an additional foreign language. 



Host Country Supporting Materials 
• Letter of invitation, affiliation, or other 

support from the international host 
institution or organization

• Applicant uploads as a single PDF (even if 
multiple letters) online

• Letters must be on official letterhead, and 
should include a written signature as 
opposed to electronic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will provide copies of sample affiliation letters. Affiliate might be a university, an archive, and NGO…Begin reaching out to contacts now, sometimes letters take a while. 



Other Application Components
• Bibliography

• 2 letter-size pages maximum (in addition to the 10-page narrative)
• Same formatting specifications as narrative

• CV
• No prescribed length
• Highlight area studies courses and language training on first page

• Human Subjects Narrative
• Brief narrative justifying exempt or non-exempt status of proposed project. 
• You do not need to have IRB approval to apply, but you will need it before 

research begins.

• Transcript(s)
• Graduate transcripts required; undergraduate may be included if there are 

significant area studies or other related courses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-explanatory, go through slide.



Connect with me!

Joy Campbell

joycamp@msu.edu

Schedule an appointment

Visit 216 International Center

Visit MSU’s Fulbright site:

isp.msu.edu/fulbright

Complete the Fulbright 
Program Interest Survey

General information 

DDRA-specific pages

Link to Dept. of Education 
DDRA page

Speak with your 
dissertation advisor
about plans and timing

Begin drafting your
narrative and preparing 
other documents

Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some next steps – I’ll capture this slide in the recording then stop recording and we’ll have time for some Q&A. Schedule a Calendly appointment at a convenient time (generally Mondays and Thursdays) Email if you have questionsPop in! My office is in the International Center. I’m generally on campus every day, typically from 10-4.TURN OFF RECORDING, GO FACE-TO-FACE for Q&Ahttps://www.isp.msu.edu/academics-learning/learning-abroad/fulbright-programs/fulbright-student-programs/sample-ddra-documents/



Any Remaining Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whew! That’s a lot of info, I know!! As I mentioned, I have lots of sample documents, past application packets, and we will be giving more detailed sessions on various application components. COPY LINK INTO CHAT:https://www.isp.msu.edu/academics-learning/learning-abroad/fulbright-programs/fulbright-student-programs/sample-ddra-documents/�What other questions can I answer for you?
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